Collect/process/visualize data

AIRGATE IoT
Platform
AIRGATE is a one-stop-shop strategic system integrator offering a broad portfolio of standard and
customized industrial IoT services. AIRGATE makes
it easy and secure to develop and deploy IoT solutions end-2-end in a scalable way, helping industrial
companies all the way from identifying the IoT potential to implementation of the IoT solution. AIRGATE provide IoT solutions that, ensure predictable
maintenance of industrial assets, reduce downtime
in production, optimize processes and workflows
as well as support development of new revenues
streams.
AIRGATE offers a scalable and secure IoT
management platform for collection, analyzing
and visualization of data from industrial IoT assets.
The myAIRGATE IoT platform fulfill the Industry 4.0
needs as a cloud based solution that addresses
current constraints compared to the major IoT cloud
solutions in terms of provisioning, security and
adaptability. The platform comes with an easy to
use front-end for presentation of raw data. Standard
dashboards are easily customized and integrated on
top for any business needs.

What we are proud of

Benefits
& Features
AIRGATE IoT platform makes it simple to connect
industrial assets to the Internet in order to monitor, collect, process (machine learning) and visualize
data from sensors and devices as well as remote
control of the assets. With myAIRGATE IoT platform
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) and production quality can be quickly achievable.
my

UNIQUE BENEFITS WITH AIRGATE
IOT PLATFORM
1. One-stop-shop IoT platform for fast
deployment of any IoT solution
2. Get uninterrupted visualization
of your data with the Store-andForward feature
3. Integrated with Secomea
SiteManager gateways, which offer
you the most secure remote access
on the market
4. Easy integration with myAIRGATE
IoT Connectivity solution
(2G/3G/4G/NB-IoT solution)
5. Branding and customization of the
platform front-end and dashboard
portal

Please do not hesitate to contact Søren Lund,
CEO at AIRGATE, by e-mail sl@airgate.dk or by
mobile +45 6191 7111 for in deepen information.

